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Introduction

• We have surpassed one full year of telecommuting due to the 
pandemic!

• Home office setups have become more important than ever.
• The move to telecommuting came with some challenges in the 

area of ergonomics.
− Increased computer use paired with (less than ideal) home office 

setups may influence employees developing occupational 
injuries/illnesses.

• INL has dedicated a webpage specifically for telecommuting 
ergonomics.
−Today we will highlight information found on that page.



Examples of Reported Telecommuting Occupational 
Injuries and Illnesses:

• May 2020:
− Elbow pain and loss of 

strength in their arm
− Strained shoulder and wrist 

pain
• August 2020:

− Tingling in wrists and 
forearms

• September 2020:
− Wrist pain and numbness in 

fingers

• October 2020:
− Upper back and neck pain
− Elbow pain
− Wrist pain

• November 2020:
− Back, neck, and shoulder 

pain
− Neck pain and wrist tingling

• January 2021:
− Wrist pain
− Elbow tenderness and 

tingling in fingers



BEA Adapting Alongside the Pandemic

• Ergonomic assessments were moved from in-person to Teams calls and 
pictures.

• An “Ergonomics While Telecommuting” resource page was created.
• Ergonomic information was sent out via iNotes (to all BEA employees) 

multiple times throughout the pandemic.
• A telecommuting ergonomics poster was created for the Virtual Safety Fair.
• Ergonomic SME presented ergonomics safety briefings for the Laboratory 

Employee Safety Team (LEST) and Employee Safety Team (EST) meetings 
via Teams.

• We presented briefings on ergonomic resources and Q&As during Virtual 
Safety Meetings (also via Teams).

• A process was created to send employee chairs home.
• Desk converters were procured, and a process was created to send them 

home.



Additional Equipment

• At the start of the pandemic, employees were issued laptops to use while 
telecommuting.
− Laptops were equipped with WorkPace ergonomic software before issuance

• Employees were also able to bring home additional ergonomic office items with a 
property pass:
− Additional computer monitors
− Keyboards/mice
− Wrist rests
− Standing mats
− Footrests, etc.



Accessing the Ergonomics and Telecommuting Page

• To find the Ergonomics and Telecommuting page:
− Nucleus -> A-Z -> E -> Ergonomics  OR
− Nucleus -> Banner -> Ergonomics While Telecommuting (see below) OR
− Nucleus -> COVID-19 -> #8. INL Resources





Need an Ergonomic Assessment for Your Home 
Office?

1. Contact your 
manager

2. Take the INL Office 
Ergonomics online 
training (00INL812)

3. Complete the 
Computer 
Workstation 
Checklist

4. Contact your area 
Industrial Hygienist 

5. Schedule an 
ergonomic 
assessment with 
your area IH via 
Teams



Examples of BEA Employee Home Office Setups 
Prior to Teams Ergonomic Assessments 

• Prior to the Teams call I ask the employee to send me a picture of their home 
office setup, and if possible, a picture (side view) of them sitting at their desk.



Examples of BEA Employee Home Office Setups 
Following Teams Ergonomic Assessments 

• Once the employee has obtained their recommended items from the assessment 
and incorporated them into their home office, I ask that they check in with a 
picture, email, or Teams call. 

• Here are two great examples:



The Computer Workstation Checklist



The Computer Workstation Checklist

• A helpful tool for our telecommuters that works to ensure that the home office is 
setup correctly.

• Also step #2 on the desk converter checklist (review with area IH).
• Encouraged anytime the employee is a new hire, relocates, telecommutes, or 

their workstation configuration changes.



The Computer Workstation Checklist



The Computer Workstation Checklist



The Computer Workstation Checklist



The Computer Workstation Checklist



INL Office Chairs and Desk Converters

• Let’s face it, most people do not have a home office setup that is as advanced as 
the one at their INL office.

• Two major components of ergonomic office setups include:
− Fully adjustable ergonomic chairs equipped with lumbar/back support
− Adjustable sit/stand workstations.

• INL has allowed employees to bring their ergonomic chairs home as well as 
obtain a desk converter for home use.
− However, there are specific guidelines to follow to properly acquire office 

chairs and desk converters.



INL Office Chairs

• Instructions and 
guidelines for INL 
owned chairs can 
be found here:



Chair Instructions and Guidelines



Chair Adjustment Videos

• Our INL ergonomic 
chairs are a great
resource! To ensure 
that your chair is 
properly adjusted, 
check out the chair 
adjustment videos.



Chair Adjustment Videos



INL Desk Converters

• Instructions and 
guidelines for desk 
converters can be 
found here:



Desktop Converter Instructions and Guidelines



Humanscale Quickstand Eco

• Can accommodate 1-2 standard computer monitors
• Monitors are anchored to stand – no risk of falling off
• Minimal assembly required by employee 

• Allen wrenches provided, employee needs a 
screwdriver

• Compact design can be used on many worksurfaces 
• Easily adjustable
• Will NOT work with Mac or very large monitors

• If this applies to your situation, contact your area 
Industrial Hygienist



Safety First!

• Assistance may be provided to load the chair and desk 
converter into the employee’s personal vehicle, however, 
employees are responsible to secure the load for safe transport.

• Please ensure that the employee has assistance at home 
unloading the chair and desk converters.
−Team lifting!
−Chairs and desk converters can be awkward and heavy.



Laptop Ergonomics

Many of our telecommuters were issued laptops for home use at the start of the 
pandemic. Here are some important recommendations to remember:
• Place the laptop on a desk or table…not on your lap.
• Use an external mouse and keyboard.
• Ensure that the top of the monitor is at eye-level. This will encourage a better 

working posture.
− A laptop raiser or books/reams of paper may be used.



Ergonomic Computer Software

• WorkPace is an ergonomic computer program designed to prompt for micro-
breaks and breaks from computer work and is required by LWP-14604, 
“Ergonomics Program.”

• WorkPace is mandatory for single-user workstations.
− If WorkPace is not installed on your computer, call the OpsCenter 6-1000 for 

assistance.  
• Follow prompted breaks, stretches, and micro-breaks.
• In the absence of WorkPace, at a minimum, take a 5-minute break after every 40 

to 50 minutes of continuous computer work.



WorkPace – Status Panel

• Check your current status!
• The WorkPace icon can be found in the

system tray
• Right click on the “W” icon
• Choose “Display status panel”

Break 
Compliance

Work 
Intensity

View Risk ProfileDisplay Exercises 
and Stretches

Usage Time Until 
Next Micro-Break

Usage Time Until 
Next WorkPace Break

Micro-Break

WorkPace Break



WorkPace – Risk Profile

• Check your Risk Profile!
• The WorkPace icon can be found in the

system tray
• Right click on the “W” icon
• Choose “View My Risk Profile”



WorkPace – Risk Profile



WorkPace – Risk Profile



WorkPace – Exercises

• WorkPace also provides 
optional stretches & 
exercises.

• Stretches & exercises can 
be personalized in the 
“Advanced Settings” on the 
Dashboard.



Lessons Learned

• We noticed that newly hired employees were the least equipped for teleworking, 
often just issued an INL laptop and used whatever items they had in their home.

• Most lacked the typical ergonomic equipment (INL chair, external 
keyboard/mouse, wrist rests, standing mat, additional monitors, adjustable 
workstation, etc.) that seasoned INL employees had access to.

• We now would include INL ergonomic information (such as this presentation) in 
the new hire process, so that new employees have the knowledge and resources 
to be more ergonomically prepared to work from home.



Ergonomic Questions?

• Emily Sherman
• 406 253-2900
• Emily.Sherman@inl.gov

mailto:Emily.Sherman@inl.gov
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